WITH almost 30 years of providing education excellence, R.E.A.L. Kids (formerly known as CEC or Child Enrichment Centre) is the country’s largest owner-operated preschool chain with more than 30 centres and 5,000 students nationwide. The preschool’s full-day and extended programmes offer:

- Both national and international syllabi
- Enrichment lessons and extracurricular activities
- A fully developed, holistic curriculum

As part of its effort to establish R.E.A.L. learning centres in every community, R.E.A.L. Kids has expanded its nationwide network of preschools to include Seremban 2 and Putrajaya.

Both centres are slated to commence operations for the January 2016 intake and are now open for registration.

The new preschool in Putrajaya, which is located in a place that boasts a booming population and ever-growing residential areas, is a centre designed with children in mind, ensuring that all facilities are safe and child-friendly.

These dedicated spaces are also aimed at creating an environment that allows fun learning to flourish. Meanwhile, a memorandum of understanding between R.E.A.L. Education Group and IJM Land Berhad was officially signed recently to open a new R.E.A.L. Kids centre in Seremban 2 by end of the year.

“This exciting collaboration has opened the door for R.E.A.L. to venture into the thriving Seremban market for the first time, while allowing us to offer customers here something different,” says Ee Ching Wah, president of R.E.A.L. Education Group.

“This differentiation is not only marked by superb facilities and an optimal learning environment, but also by passionate teachers who deliver quality programmes developed internally by our own team of curriculum developers. “With this, R.E.A.L. Kids is set to raise the bar for preschool education providers in Seremban and Putrajaya by espousing the true value of our programmes. Our programmes aim to create diverse experiences that instil relevant, lifelong skills in children,” he adds.

Inspiring communities

Instilling lifelong values

R.E.A.L. Kids’ unique multiple intelligences (MI)-based curriculum is designed to identify and bring forth children’s individual strengths to help fulfil their true potential.

This approach is realised through a myriad of MI activities developed by R.E.A.L. Kids to make learning more fun, effective, wholesome and vibrant.

As R.E.A.L. celebrates its 30th anniversary this year, it continues to nurture the nation’s children through proven, lifelong education.

Come and experience this for yourselves by grabbing the exclusive anniversary offer of a free three-day trial and complimentary MI diagnostic test for your child at any R.E.A.L. centres today.

For more information, call 03-3631 8000 or visit www.realkids.edu.my